THE NLEDP OPEN SPACE WORKSHOP – TUESDAY 3RD JULY 2018

PRINCIPLES OF WORKING TOGETHER

All participants agree to:

• **Open collaboration**: engaging constructively in the process within the shared purpose of the process. In cases of significant disagreement, Involve will play a mediation role

• **Engage early**: providing information, data and papers in good time, and identifying significant challenges and blocks as early as possible

• **Agree to disagree**: not expect consensus on every issue, and to accept conclusions as long as all parties are acting in good faith

• **Maintain confidentiality**: talking about the process and broad discussed as required without identifying individual positions or publishing confidential or embargoed material

• **Focus on the process**: engaging on issues of relevance for LEDS inside the process, engaging on wider issues and policies outside it

• **Promote accessibility**: identifying and proposing the involvement of participants with a legitimate interest and expertise to engage